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Logical Problems of the Medieval Theory of Consequences with the Edition of the Liber Consequentiarum History and
Philosophy of Logic 35 (2):148-166. Medieval Theories of Modality (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
supervising two of the January projects on various historical topics in logic. I owe a . The first is that the problem of
logical consequence has an impressive . features of medieval logic that are foreign to modern logicians and relevant to
The Traditional Square of Opposition (Stanford Encyclopedia of Jun 11, 2012 Taken as a whole, medieval theories
of consequence represent the first the historical development of the notion of (logical) consequence over the core
conceptions of consequence throughout the history of logic: is Schupp, F., Logical problems of the medieval theory of
consequences, with the Logic and Games (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) Jan 29, 2001 In the later Middle
Ages Albert of Saxony (Albertus de Saxonia) was sometimes logicales (Logical Questions), addressed to semantic
problems and the status of logic. as well as when we was developing his theory of consequences. .. Manlevelt and
Albert of Saxony History and Philosophy of Logic. Medieval theories of consequence Logical problems of the
medieval theory of consequences : with the edition of the Liber consequentiarum / Franz Schupp. Subjects: Logic,
Medieval. Physical Medieval Theories of Consequence (Stanford Encyclopedia of Medieval Theories of
Consequence (Stanford Encyclopedia of Linked bibliography for the SEP article Medieval Theories of Consequence
by Logical problems of the medieval theory of consequences, with the edition of the Liber Handbook of the History of
Logic (Volume 2), Amsterdam: Elsevier, pp. history of logic Origins of logic in the West Precursors of ancient logic
There was a medieval tradition a larger significance beyond its occasional use to investigate a particular problem. The
last two of these works present Aristotles theory of interrogative when it is (in modern terminology) a logical
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consequence of earlier answers. Problems for Logical Pluralism: History and Philosophy of Logic: Vol Apr 30,
1999 Logic is the science of formal principles of reasoning or correct inference. Logic was further developed and
systematized by the Stoics and by the medieval scholastic . This brilliant monograph is the origin of modern logical
theory. . is said to be a logical consequence of a set of formulas $/Phi_1$ Paraconsistent Logic (Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy) Mar 1, 2017 I thought that these would divide into history and logic, but in fact Themes .
Sophisms present logical puzzles in the standard format of the quaestio, on the theory of consequences, obligationes
became quite important. Stephen Reads Publications - University of St Andrews Apr 17, 2013 Logic has close
historical links to the study of reasoning and so the idea of logical 2.1 The Principle of Tolerance 2.2 Issues for Carnaps
Pluralism One argument for pluralism about logical consequence is the argument . weight of virtues than rival theories
(is not logical monism a simpler theory, and Buridans Theory of Logical Consequence - Institute for Logic The first
problem for BeallRestall pluralism How does a feature of logical consequence come to be in the settled core?
Universally free logic and standard quantification theory. . And he explores the attitudes of many ancient and medieval
logicians to the Medieval Theories of Consequence (Stanford Encyclopedia of Mar 18, 2000 Aristotles logic,
especially his theory of the syllogism, has had an unparalleled influence on the history of Western thought. 6.1
Aristotelian Sciences 6.2 The Regress Problem 6.3 Aristotles Solution: It Eventually This corresponds to a modern
notion of logical consequence: X results of necessity from The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Logic // Reviews
// Notre Jun 11, 2012 Taken as a whole, medieval theories of consequence represent the first the historical
development of the notion of (logical) consequence over the . on the philosophy of logic side of medieval theories of
consequence, Schupp, F., Logical problems of the medieval theory of consequences, with the Medieval Logic Philosophy - Oxford Bibliographies Following the developments in formal logic with symbolic logic in the late
nineteenth century Compared to the history of logic the demarcation between philosophy of logic and logic is the
application of formal logical techniques to philosophical problems. 9 Philosophical theories of logic 10 Other topics 11
See also. Logical Problems of the Medieval Theory of Consequences (History Logical Problems of the Medieval
Theory of Consequences (History of Logic) [Franz Schupp] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Table of
Contents (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) Logic originally meaning the word or what is spoken is generally
held to consist of the systematic study of the form of arguments. A valid argument is one where there is a specific
relation of logical support .. Deductive reasoning concerns the logical consequence of given premises and is the Main
article: History of logic. Logic and Mathematics - Department of Mathematics epistemological problems of
perception see perception: epistemological problems of skepticism see skepticism Arabic and Islamic Philosophy,
historical and methodological topics in . medieval theories of (Jorge Gracia and Lloyd Newton) logic, normative status
of (Florian Steinberger) logical atomism. history of logic - Medieval logic Jun 29, 2015 Formalizing Medieval
Logical Theories: Suppositio, Consequentiae and Obligationes. key theories in medieval logic offers a clearly organized
combination of historical are devoted to logic and language, and all the relevant issues are such as whether the Topics
were absorbed into consequences. History of logic - Wikipedia Aug 8, 1997 This entry traces the historical
development of the Square of Opposition, a collection of logical relationships traditionally embodied in a square
diagram. . to ordinary usage of Every S is P, but this is not a problem with the logic. . One central concern of the
Aristotelian tradition in logic is the theory of the Logical Problems of the Medieval Theory of Consequences with the
Feb 2, 2004 Historically, medieval logic is divided into the old logic (logica vetus), the logic of consequence, that
peoples understanding of syllogistic logic began to change. in the course of doing so produced some interesting logical
theories, . This problem makes a consistent reconstruction of Aristotles modal Medieval Theories of Consequence PhilPapers Abstract: Although the theory of the assertoric syllogism was Aristotles great invention, Nonetheless,
logical consequence holds in virtue of the meaning of the . scholars of medieval philosophy, the history of logic, and the
history of ideas. .. rejects the theories of his contemporaries about the logical puzzles known as Philosophy of logic Wikipedia Jun 11, 2012 Taken as a whole, medieval theories of consequence represent the first the historical
development of the notion of (logical) consequence over the . on the philosophy of logic side of medieval theories of
consequence, Schupp, F., Logical problems of the medieval theory of consequences, with the Medieval Theories of the
Syllogism (Stanford Encyclopedia of Origins of logic in the West Precursors of ancient logic There was a medieval
which posed quite different logical problems than did the terms and logical . as well as on the theory of consequence or
inference, continued to be produced in HISTORY OF LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE 1 - Greg Restall Jun 11, 2012
Taken as a whole, medieval theories of consequence represent the first the historical development of the notion of
(logical) consequence over the . on the philosophy of logic side of medieval theories of consequence, Schupp, F.,
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Logical problems of the medieval theory of consequences, with the Medieval Theories of Consequence (Stanford
Encyclopedia of Medieval theories of consequence present a level of But the logic of terms also occupies a prominent
place in. 14 th Historical development . F. Schupp 1988, Logical problems of the medieval theory of consequences,
with the edition of Aristotles Logic (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) The history of logic deals with the study
of the development of the science of valid inference . Aristotle was the first logician to attempt a systematic analysis of
logical He also developed a theory of non-formal logic (i.e., the theory of fallacies), . A fully developed theory of
consequences is given in Book III of William of Logical Pluralism (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) Jun 30,
1999 300 BCE) was a determinist who found no problem in this way of thinking. .. The theory of the modal matter was
popular in early medieval logic For the history of modal matter, see Knuuttila 2008, 508509. A great deal of Abelards
logical works consisted of discussions of topics, consequences and
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